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SERMON	  ON	  THE	  MOUNT	   MPMBC	  “THE	  ROCK”	   LESSON	  11	  

Series:	  Living	  as	  Citizens	  of	  the	  Kingdom	  of	  God	  

“Jesus,  the  Old  Testament,  &  You”  
“…I	  have	  not	  come	  to	  abolish	  them	  but	  to	  fulfill	  them…”	  Matthew	  5:17	  

 

INTRODUCTION 

We have come to a new section of the Sermon on the Mount (5:17–48). In the section on the 
Beatitudes (5:3–12), third person predominated: “Blessed are the poor in spirit, for theirs is the 
kingdom of heaven” (v.3; emphasis mine). When Jesus expanded the eighth beatitude, He 
switched to second person: “Blessed are you when people insult you and persecute you” (v. 11; 
emphasis mine). Second person continued through the section on influence (vv. 13–16): “You 
are the salt of the earth”; “You are the light of the world” (vv. 13a, 14a; emphasis mine). In the 
third section (vv. 17–48), second person (“you”) continues to be used, but the emphasis is on 
first person (“I”). Read the opening segment (vv. 17–20) and see how frequently the word “I” is 
used: “I came,” “I did not come,” “I say to you,” and another “I say to you.”  

The underlying theme of Matthew 5:17–48 is Jesus’ relationship to the law of Moses and the 
Jews’ misuse of the Law. The passage begins with an introductory segment (vv. 17–20), 
followed by five or six illustrations or examples of the principles expressed in the introduction. 
In this lesson, we will consider the opening words. In the lessons that follow, we will study the 
examples. 

THE WORD TO BE FULFILLED (VV. 17-18)  

v Understanding the “Why” of Jesus Statement 
• General Purpose (see Mark 2:24; John 5:16-18) 
• Immediate Purpose 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________	  

v Understanding the “What” of Jesus Statement 

The key to understanding the “what” of Jesus statement is found in the word fulfill. The word 
means “to fill out, complete.” 

1. “fulfill= do, carry out” 
2. “bring to full expression = show it forth in its true [meaning]” 
3. “fill up = complete.” 

Jesus himself fulfilled the law in several ways: (1) by keeping it perfectly (Matthew 3:15, Mark 
14:55-59); (2) by fulfilling the Old Testament messianic types and prophecies (John 1:29; 
Colossians 2:16-17; Luke 24:27; Matthew 4:14); and (3) by providing the way of salvation that 
meets all the righteous requirements of the law (Romans 8:3; 2 Corinthians 5:21; Galatians 3:13). 
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v Understanding the “Importance” of Jesus Statement 

If the crowd wondered if Jesus thought the Law had changed, He corrects their thinking when 
He tells them the Law will “not pass away,” not even the smallest stroke or dot in the Hebrew 
language. Jesus uses a double negative in the Greek. It is the strongest combination possible. It 
literally means “no no never.” He is showing His heart and motive. Jesus came to fulfill – not to 
change the Law. He came to correct the false teachers – even their Rabbis. Why? Because Jesus 
was serious about the eternal quality of His written Word. We must never trifle with even the 
smallest part of Scripture (James 3:2). Jesus affirmed the inerrancy of Scripture and its absolute 
trustworthiness. In doing so he shows how much he cares about truth. Do we?	  	  	  

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________	  	  

A WORD TO BE RESPECTED (VV. 19-20) 

The key to understanding verses 19-20 is in understanding the phrase “one of the least of these 
commandments.” In the law of Moses, Jewish rabbis had counted 613 laws. It was difficult to 
remember 613 laws, much less keep all of them, so they divided the laws into “heavy” 
(“weighty,” “great”) and “light” (“lesser”) laws. They emphasized what they called the 
“heavier,” “weightier,” or “greater” laws (see Matthew 23:23; 22:35). 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________  

In verse 19	  when Jesus mentioned those who annulled the commandments and taught others to 
do the same, He was reminded of some whom the Jews held in esteem as teachers, mainly the 
Scribes and Pharisees. They were more concerned about rites and rituals than about being 
morally upright. They were more interested in keeping man-made traditions than in obeying 
the laws of God (see Matthew 15:3–6). They glorified themselves rather than God. They were 
self-satisfied. They had little concern for others. However, the ultimate failure of the scribes and 
the Pharisees was that they emphasized the outward to the neglect of the inward (see Matthew 
23:25–28; Luke 16:15).  

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________  

CONCLUSION 

Jesus came (Mark 1:38) to fulfill the very Law He gave – a divine Law that is absolutely 
unchangeable until heaven and earth pass away. Jesus has warned us to be accurate in what we 
tell our friends, children, neighbors or those at church about the meaning of His Word. He has 
asked us to diligently study it, memorize it, and meditate on it so that we can. Let us be faithful 
and seek His truth!	  


